In fact ( § 4, Theorem A), there is a Injection τ from the set 3ί For G -Z m = Z/mZ we show ( §4, Corollary 5) that these actions on D n restrict to distinct actions on dD n -S™' 1 if n -1 is odd. For n -k these actions on S n~ι are free (since S n~k~ι = S~ι -0) and, in fact, are the same as those constructed by Milnor in [20] , where he used Reidemeister torsion to distinguish infinitely many of them. We observe that his later application [21, Corollary 12.13 ] of the Atiyah-Bott fixed-point formula [1, §7] implies they are all distinct. For n>k we use Whitehead torsion to distinguish them, employing the result of [11] and [3, Prop. 4.14] that Wh(ZJ is free abelian. (For analogous applications of Reidemeister torsion versus Whitehead torsion com-pare [19] vs. [37] and [33, 36] vs. [31] .)
Thus for m Φ 1, 2, 3, 4 or 6, which according to [11] implies rank Wh(Z m ) > 0, we obtain ( § 4, Corollary 6) infinitely many different semi-free smooth actions of Z m on every sphere of odd dimension greater than four, with fixed-point set a sphere of any even codimension at least four. These actions are not smoothly equivalent to linear actions, although they are topologically linear according to [38] and [9] .
Invariant (1) of a semi-free action is equivalent to a representation ρ:G-+O(k) that is "fixed-point-free", i.e., such that p(g) has no eigenvalue equal to +1 for g eG, g Φ identity. The only G which 428 M. ROTHENBERG AND J. SONDOW admit such a representation are the finite "fixed-point-free" groups classified by Wolfe [40, Theorems 6.1.11 and 6.3.1] and S\ S 3 and the normalizer of S L in S 3 (see Bredon [5, p. 153] ). We do not use Wolf's classification in this paper, and the only place we use Bredon's result is in § 4, Corollary 2, which states in part that every semi-free smooth action of a compact Lie group G of positive dimension on D n with fixed-point set an (n -ft)-disk is smoothly equivalent to a linear action if n ^ 6 + dim G and ft Φ 2. This is proved without assuming ft Φ 2 in [5, VI. 9.1].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In § 1 we discuss (G, p) equivariant orientations and define &l* k and S^n p Λ . In § 2 we define equivariant connected sum operations on J2? k , for n = ft and G cyclic, have also been obtained by Sebastiani [29] .
Finally, a word on the genesis of this paper. Some of the results were announced in [34, 35] , where semi-free actions were called relatively free. An early version of the paper was first circulated as a preprint in 1969. It appears as a reference in the following papers (this list is not necessarily meant to be exhaustive): [6] , [7] , [26, 27, 28] , [15] and [25] , which contains a generalization of Theorem A(l). [23, 24] are expository lecture notes on the subject. [30] and [39] are related. !• Definitions* Let G be a compact Lie group. Let p: G -> NONLINEAR SMOOTH REPRESENTATIONS OF COMPACT LIE GROUPS 429 GL(k) be a linear representation, where GL(k) is the general linear group on k real variables. The pair (G, p) will be fixed throughout the discussion. We say that p and p':G-+ GL(k) are equivalent if they differ by an inner automorphism of GL{k). We consider GL(k) c GL(k + 1) c c GL(k + r) in the usual way and thus consider a homomorphism p:G->GL(k) as, a fortiori, a homomorphism into GL(k + r). We say that p: G -• GL(k) and p': G -» GL(r) are stably equivalent if they are equivalent considered as homomorphisms of G into GL(s), s sufficiently large. It follows by the reducibility theorem that if p and p' are stably equivalent then both factor through GL(min(ft, r)) and are equivalent in GL(min(&, r)).
Let M be a C°° manifold along with a continuous homomorphism 7: G -> Diff (Λf), the latter having the C°° topology. Let F(M) denote the set of points of M fixed by every element of G under the action of G on M induced by 7. Then M (or more precisely the pair (Λf, 7)) will be called a (G, p) manifold if for each a? 6 jF(Af) the induced representation of G on the tangent space TM X of M at a? is stably equivalent to ^o. (This makes sense since the group of nonsingular linear transformations of TM X can be identified uniquely up to inner automorphisms with GL(dimension (Λf)).) Obviously this property involves only the stable equivalence class of p. If An k . Note that if G -{e} then this reduces to reversing the orientation in the usual sense, and in any case is independent of the particular choice of f. Now let M be any semi-free closed (G, p) oriented manifold of dimension n. Let xeF(M).
Then by [4] 
With these preliminaries out of the way we can now define connected sum and boundary connected sum in our category. Let
where i: D w -> Z) w is the orientation reversal defined above. After smoothing corners in the usual way, M + M' is a (G, p) oriented manifold. Now let N and N' be two (G, p) oriented manifolds of dimension n + 1, with n>k.
Let / and /' be G equivariant (G, p) orientation-preserving embeddings /:
where the union is taken along the images of / and /'. Again after smoothing corners we get N@N' as a (G, /9) oriented manifold.
The following are proved in § 5. PROPOSITION We define some other functions.
If F(M) and F(M r ) are connected, then the (G, p) isomorphism class of M + M' is uniquely determined by M and AT, i.β , it is independent of the particular maps f and /'.

Similarly if F(N)Π[dN = F(dN) and F(N')n dN' = F(βN') are connected, the (G, p) isomorphism class of N( §)
Define a as follows. Let /: S"
It is not difficult to see that a is well-defined. We prove in § 5 that it is an injection for n ^ k -1 and a monomorphism of monoids for n^k.
Let Σ represent an element of S^P n>k and let xeF(Σ).
. If n > k, then β induces a well-defined map from S^P n>k to S^^k which is a morphism for n > k + 1. This follows from the proof of Proposition 1 in § 5.
The boundary map 9 is clearly well-defined for n ^ k -1 and a morphism for n > k. PROPOSITION 
2.
The following sequence is exact for n ^k.
The proof is straightforward and will be omitted.
NOTE. DSJJ * is a group for any n. For n > k the first and last terms are groups while the other terms are monoids. where Wh(ττ) denotes the Whitehead group of π (see [Milnor 4, § 6] Applying Theorem A again completes the proof. Proof. By the (nonequivariant) covering isotopy theorem (see [22] , [16] or [18] ) there exists an isotopy φ of M such that φ Qidentity and φ t <>x 0 = X t for te [O, 1] . Then by Theorem 3.1 of [5, Chap. VI] there exists an equivariant isotopy ψ of M such that = φ t \X 0 (N). This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 6. Assume n ^5 is odd, k 2^ 4 is even, n -&^ -1 αwd m ^5, m Φ 6. Then there exist infinitely many distinct semifree actions of Z m on S n with fixed-point set an (n -k)-sphere. In fact, the set of equivariant diffeomorphism classes of nonlinear semi-free actions of Z m on D n+1 with fixed-point set an (n -k + 1)-disk is infinite and the restrictions of these actions to dD
Proof of Proposition 1 and its corollary.
We wish to show that the sum and the boundary sum operations for (G, p) oriented manifolds are well-defined. We consider only the sum operation, the argument for boundary sum being the same except for trivial modifications. Let M and M f be two ^-dimensional (G, p) oriented manifolds. We wish to show that M + M' is defined uniquely up to oriented (G, p) isomorphism and that + on isomorphism classes is commutative and associative, provided F{M) and F(M f ) are connected. What we have to show is that the result is independent of the (G, p) equivariant orientation-preserving embeddings f: D n -*M and /': D n ->M'. Suppose we replace / by f:D n -*M, where /(0) = /(0) and / is a (G, p) orientation-preserving embedding. Then uniqueness of equivariant tubular neighborhoods [5, p. 310 ] implies that / is equivariantly isotopic to f lf and / to f lf such that f t = f x°ψf where ψ: D n -> D n is an equivariant linear map, i.e., ψ e C(G). Since / and / were chosen as (G, p) orientation-preserving, it follows that ψeC 0 (G). Thus ψ is equivariantly isotopy to the identity. It follows that / and / are equivariantly isotopic. Now suppose we replace / by / where /(0) Φ /(0). Since we assumed F(M) is connected, there is a path in F(M) joining /(0) to /(0), that is, an equivariant isotopy of /(0) to /(0). Using the equivariant covering isotopy theorem, we can then equivariantly isotop f to f with /(0) = /(0). Then the argument above shows / is equivariantly isotopic to /. Hence, / is equivariantly isotopic to / for any other (G, p) equivariant orientation-preserving embedding f:D n ->M. Thus we can apply the equivariant covering isotopy theorem to get an oriented ((?, p) isomorphism h:M->M with h<>f = f. This proves that the sum is well-defined up to (G, p) oriented isomorphism class. Associativity and commutativity are immediate from the definition since we may assume j = j~\ Proof that a: DS n p~l yk -> ,S^p %yk is an injection for n ^ k and a morphism for n ^ k + 1.
We assume n ^ k + 1 (a similar proof goes through for n = k). Recall that a is defined as follows. Given an oriented (G, p) isomorphism /: SJ- From the uniqueness theorem for closed equivariant tubular neighborhoods, the equivariant covering isotopy theorem, the invar iance of Whitehead torsion under diffeomorphism, and the fact that the canonical identification Wh(πΊ(F)) = Wh(ττ) is preserved under equivariant diffeomorphism, it follows that r:
If k = 2, then π x (V) = Z or 0, hence Wh(τr 1 (F)) = 0 by [11] . If k = 1, then G = Z 2 so TΓ^F) = 0 and thus Wh(τr o (G)) = 0. Therefore τ is well-defined in all cases.
Proof that τ is a morphism for n > k + 1. We have defined τ: i^Λ*->Wh(ττ). For w>fc + l we have a monoid structure on both the domain and range of τ. We wish to show that τ is a morphism. Hence τ is one-to-one for n-dimG^6. This completes the proof of Theorem A.
Proof of the Addendum. It follows easily from the definition of gy 1 ' 2 that the above construction applied to any element Δ 6 gy 1 '
yields an ^-cobordism (W; V, V).
In defining τ we saw that Wh(π 1 (F)) is trivial. Hence the s-cobordism theorem of [2] , [17] and [37] (see [12] ) implies that W is a product cobordism. The For n -g = 5 the "wedge" construction of [31] is used in the proof of Theorem A (3) to produce an action σ(h) B^p n>k a& p n>k such that τ(σ(h)) = h, for any h e H = {x -x\x e Wh(ττ)}cWh(π). It is not difficult to see that σ(h) = dτ~\x) for some x e Wh(7r) such that h -x + x. In other words, given x e Wh(7r) the wedge construction yields the same element σ{x + x) = ώr" 1^) = β{K τ~\χ ))) e ϋ^>* >fc as does our construction of taking the action τ~\x) e £2f p n+ltk which has Whitehead torsion equal to x, then restricting the action to the boundary d(τ~\x)) and finally removing (via β) a copy of the trivial action D" tk at a fixed point. 
